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Abstract 
 

Compact, low-profile metasurface-based wideband and 

wide dual-band circularly polarized (CP) dielectric 

resonator antennas (DRAs) are presented in this paper. The 

rectangular-shaped DRs are loaded over two different types 

of strategic 7 × 7 metasurface unit cells including a “+” 

shape metasurface for single-band and square-slotted shape 

metasurface for dual-band performance. The DRs are fed 

diagonally with a single perturbed probe feed which is 

placed at an appropriate angle of 29°. Thus, the hybrid 

design combination of metasurface unit cells together with 

the angle of feed location from the center of DRs generates 

wideband CP radiation with enhanced 3-dB Axial Ratio 

(AR) and wide impedance matching bandwidths. Proposed 

antennas are successfully implemented and fabricated 

prototypes are measured demonstrating significant 

performance enhancement.   

 

1. Introduction 
 

With the rapid advances in wireless communication 

systems, the lightweight, compact and efficient antennas 

that offer high gain and wideband characteristics are highly 

demanded. Moreover, in order to integrate antennas with 

modern communication systems, polarization is considered 

one of the most prominent features [1]. Due to 

distinguished advantages such as feasible mobility, low 

cross talk, and improvement in multipath rejections, 

circularly polarized (CP) antennas are gaining significant 

precedence over linearly polarized antennas [2]. On the 

other hand, dielectric resonator antennas (DRA) are 

gaining an edge over microstrip antennas owing to their 

small size, high-quality factor, metallic lossless, no surface 

wave excitation, and higher radiation efficiency [3], [4].  

  
DRAs demonstrating wide bandwidths were first presented 

in [5] and for circularly polarized radiation, several DRAs 

were proposed using a probe feed based on the perturbation 

method [6-7]. A maximum of 1.3% 3-dB axial ratio is 

demonstrated by these DRAs.  Lately, to design compact 

antennas, the metasurface-based antennas are gaining 

substantial interest. Considerable designs have been 

proposed with an effort to integrate metasurface structures 

to antennas for improvement in performance [8], [9]. Since 

they offer the distinct capacity to manipulate the 

electromagnetic waves, the placement of metasurface 

either above or below the patch/radiators [10], [11], and 

recently on single layer led to realize wideband and high-

gain operation. Furthermore, single feed CP microstrip 

antennas have been miniaturized using metasurface 

structures along with improvement in bandwidth [12], [13].  

  

Nowadays realizing CP with dual and multi-bands is 

gaining more attraction. Researchers are trying to expand 

the system’s capacity in order to support the growing user 

demands. Due to significant data applications, the available 

frequency resources are getting exhausted. Thus multi-

band antennas hold apparent advantages as compared to 

single-band antennas. Considering this, various DRAs with 

dual-band operation are recently realized [14-17]. 

However, to the best of the author’s knowledge, the 

proposed hybrid design technique is not exploited 

previously in the literature. 

 

2. Wideband Circularly Polarized Dielectric 

Resonator Antenna 
 

The design configuration of the proposed antenna is 

illustrated in Fig. 1. It comprises a single grounded 

substrate layer of FR4 (h1 = 3.2 mm) and a rectangular DR 

made out of TMM10i dielectric substrate (h2 = 6.5 mm, l = 

14.9 mm, w = 12.6 mm) which is placed centrally over a 7 

× 7 “+” shaped metasurface unit cell. The overall size of 

this FR4 substrate is 55 mm × 76 mm. Previously, standard 

square and rectangular-shaped metasurfaces are utilized by 

various researchers with the limitation of the narrow band. 

However, in this case, a plus-shaped metasurface unit cell 

is demonstrated to achieve a potential wideband response 

as shown in Fig. 2. It can be seen that the reflection phase 

bandwidth ranges from 4.9 GHz – 7 GHz depicting a 

broadband response. The normal and azimuth plane gaps 

between metasurface unit cells are 1.46 mm and 1.5 mm, 

respectively. These are fine-tuned to achieve the optimum 

performance. . The antenna structure is then excited with a 

single perturbed coaxial feed positioned at [xo×cos(θ), xo 

×sin(θ)], xo = 7.5 mm, θ = 29°] from the center of DR. The 

coaxial feed location is optimized along the diagonal line 

direction on the rectangular DR for a wideband CP 

radiation [18]. 
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Figure 1. Cross-sectional view of the proposed antenna 

configuration  

 

 
Figure 2. Reflection phase response of plus-shaped 

metasurface unit cell 

 

  
 

Figure 3. Fabricated antenna prototype 

 

The prototype of the fabricated antenna is shown in Fig. 3 

which is practically realized by using Agilent N5242A 

Vector Network Analyzer and NSI-700S-50 spherical near 

field chamber, available at the Australian Antenna 

Measurement Facility (AusAMF). DR is fixed over the 

metasurface using a thin adhesive tape and is fed using a 

standard 50-Ω probe feed connector. The comparison of 

predicted and measured input matching including |S11| and 

VSWR is presented in Fig 4 (a). The results can be seen in 

good agreement however, there is a slight shift in measured 

frequency. The measured second resonance is at 6.0 GHz 

as compared to the predicted second resonance at 5.65 

GHz. This slight difference in the results is attributed due 

to the fabrication tolerances. It can either be due to the use 

of copper tape for realizing the perturbed probe feed or bit 

inconsistency while drilling the hole in the DR for 

excitation. The measured |S11| offers a wide impedance 

bandwidth of 32% ranging from 3.6 GHz to 7 GHz. 

Similarly, the measured 2:1-VSWR bandwidth ranges 34% 

from 3.4 GHz to 7 GHz, complementing a wide impedance 

matching within the operational frequency range. 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

Figure 4. Comparison of predicted and measure antenna 

performance parameters (a) input matching (|S11|, VSWR) 

(b) gain & AR 

 

Fig. 4 (b) shows the antenna’s predicted and measured gain 

and AR. In order to carry out the AR measurements, the 

360° rotation method is used where a linearly transmitting 

antenna was fixed to measure the received signal from the 

proposed antenna. A wide 3-dB AR bandwidth of 20.4% 

ranging from 4.2 GHz to 5.2 GHz is achieved, with a 0.5 

dB increment and a slightly shifted response as compared 

to the predicted 19% 3-dB AR bandwidth ranging from 

4.45 GHz to 5.39 GHz. This might be due to the material 

tolerances or measurement errors resulting because of the 

rotating antenna alignment in the anechoic chamber. 

Moreover, from Fig. 4 (b), it can be observed that the 

measured gain range varies between 6-7 dBic across the 

operating frequency band.  

 

3. Wide Dual-Band Circularly Polarized 

Dielectric Resonator Antenna 
 

The design schematic of the proposed antenna is shown in 

Fig. 5. As compared to the wideband CP antenna presented 

in the previous section, this antenna is formed by stacking 

two rectangular DRs over a 7 × 7 square-slotted 

metasurface unit cell. First DR is made out of TMM3 

dielectric substrate (h2 = 1.524 mm, l2 = 12.35 mm, w2 = 

22.23 mm) while second DR is made up of TMM3 

dielectric substrate (h3 = 1.524 mm, l3 = 12.35 mm, w3 = 

22.23 mm). Both DRs are placed on top of a 45 mm × 65 

mm FR4 (h1 = 3.2 mm) grounded substrate and are excited 

with positioned coaxial feed [xo×cos(θ), xo ×sin(θ)], xo = 

7.43 mm, θ = 29°] along the diagonal line.  
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Figure 5. Schematic of the proposed antenna configuration  

 

 
Figure 6. Reflection phase response of square-slotted 

shaped metasurface unit cell 

 

 

Figure 7. Fabricated antenna prototype 

 
Fig. 6 shows the broadband reflection phase (±135°) of the 

square-slotted metasurface ranging from 4.6 GHz to 10.9 

GHz. The normal and azimuth plane gaps between 

metasurface unit cells are 1.55 mm and 1.3 mm. The 

prototype of the fabricated antenna is shown in Fig. 7 and 

the measured results using Agilent N5242A Vector 

Network Analyzer and NSI-700S-50 spherical near field 

chamber are depicted in Fig. 8 (a) and 8 (b). From Fig. 8 

(a), the measured results demonstrate that the predicted 

impedance bandwidth is 85.71% for |S11| from 4.0 GHz - 10 

GHz and the measured impedance bandwidth is 88.1% for 

|S11| from 4.0 GHz - 10.3 GHz. Similarly, the predicted and 

measured VSWR bandwidth (VSWR$<$2) compliments 

the input matching ranging from (3.9 - $>$10 GHz). Fig. 8 

(b) shows that the measured 3-dB AR bandwidths of lower 

and upper-frequency bands are 22.68% from 4.3 GHz to 

5.4 GHz and 5.12% from 7.6 GHz to 8 GHz, respectively. 

This shows a good agreement between the predicted and 

measured AR plots at the boresight of the antenna. The 

measured gain values vary between 6 dBic to 8.4 dBic 

among lower and upper-frequency bands, with a peak 

measured gain of 8.4 dBic at 7.64 GHz. 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

Figure 8. Comparison of predicted and measure antenna 

performance parameters (a) input matching (|S11|, VSWR) 

(b) gain & AR 

 

4. Conclusion 
 

A hybrid design technique is demonstrated to realize thin 

metasurface-based DR antennas with wide single and dual-

band CP operation. The antennas consist of rectangular 

DRs, strategic 7 × 7 metasurface unit cells, and a modified 

coaxial probe at a particular angle. Utilizing this feeding 

technique together with the well-matched metasurface 

unite cells, the radiation characteristics of both antennas 

including impedance bandwidth, axial ratio, and gain have 

been improved significantly. Overall, the proposed designs 

offer compact size, less complexity, and can be extended 

for application in multi-frequency band operation. 
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